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to our moral words and actions; and it is
most clearly seen in the protest against the war in Vietnam. It is almost as if our protest is being forced to become more violent, more
bizarre, as the war itself becomes more violent.
War protest is changing from the political to the moral. This is
largely based on a feeling of impotence, that there is nothing we can
do to stop it, that our protests up to now have, if anything, hardened
the defenders of the war. Moral protest gives up, as a primary motive,
the desire to change policy, even the desire to persuade. All that remains, it seems, is the need to "speak out," to go· on record, to lay our
bodies on the line. The problem of moral protest is the problem of the
right kind of visibility.
Camus' words, in his address to the Dominicans, are relevant:
"What the world expects of Christians is that Christians should speak
out, loud and clear, and they should voice their condemnation in such
a way that never a doubt could rise in the heart of the simplest man.
That they should getaway from abstraction and confront the bloodstained face history has taken on today. The grouping we need is a
\ grouping of men resolved to speak out clearly and to pay up personally."
Mary McCarthy has stated the moral form of the protest as simply
as anyone: "Either it is morally wrong for the United States to bomb
a small and virtually defenseless country, or it is not."
But what is the right form of speaking out, of paying up personally?
Norman Mailer, one of our strangest but wisest political observers, has
put his finger on it. Obscenity, he says, which is verbal violence, is the
only kind of moral language that rightly expresses the moral horror of
this war. Just as the urban riots have been seen as a kind of communication, a cry for attention and visibility when other forms of communication have been cut off, so something like obscenity in language and
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act is the direction our moral language and action must take while we
are being made accomplices in the murder of a distant people. In a
nation that can blandly defend what it is doing in Vietnam, nothing
else can be truly obscene; nothing sexual, nothing anal, can be as obscene as this war. 'Wben one is obscene about death, the other obsceni·
ties lose their power to offend, and thus their obscenity. It doesn't
matter whether we speak or write the four-letter words or not; whether
we insert one, two or three dashes after the "s" and the "f" is no longer
to the point.
One of the reasons that men are seeking for new words and new
gestures-one almost says, new sacraments-is that the old moral and
religious coinages have been captured by the foe. Notice how the grand
old word of religion and existentialism, "commitment," takes on a
piously obscene character in the mouth of a member of the executive
branch of government. Notice how "sacrifice," beloved by pagan, Jew,
and Christian, has virtually become the single justification for the war's
continuation. Because our young men are "sacrificing themselves,"
we must press on to ful,1 military victory.
Before we can decide what we are to do with this pressure toward
the bizarre, the violent, the obscene in our language of protest, we
must first decide just what we believe America is doing in Vietnam.
There is no reason to postpone this decision. The evidence is in, and
no further public hearings will give us anything we do not already
have. It may be that we are preventing the spread of an expansionist
China; it may be that we are repelling an aggression, helping a besieged
people toward freedom and self-determination; it may be that we are
honoring our international commitments; it may be that we are driving the Russians and Chinese closer together. It may be that we are
acting immoraIly. Anyone of these positions is possible, and one need
not refuse candor or sanity to those whose stance is different from ours.
But if the important issue is the moral one, then it is immoral, at
this time and at this place, for this nation to do to that nation what it
is now doing. Therefore we have made up our minds on a matter of
fact, and what we are to say or do further must follow from that. Fighting inside or outside the system, persuading the young, defeating Johnson, all become secondary to the moral perception. The war is immoral
not because it is. illegal or politically false, but because we have taken
a stand. At this point, we may have to run closer than we ordinarily
like to moral absolutism.
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What should we do? Thirty years ago men joined international
brigades to fight against the armies of their own countries. A little less
than thirty years ago Dietrich Bonhoeffer left a haven in America to
return to Germany, determined to work for her defeat. Do we stay
. within the~ sick nation, find some equivalent to an underground, and
try to heal from within? Many good Europeans did this at the time of
Nazism, and what do we say of that decision now? But it is just this
despair of making an effective protest or of any expected success, that
is afllicting the protest movement. This is why mere speaking out,
mere signing yet another newspaper advertisement, is no longer morally sufficient.

I WISH TO LOOK BRIEFLY at four possible answers to the problem of the
increasingly violent, bizarre, and obscene nature of protest. They are:
expatriation, martyrdom, treason, and civil disobedience. All are more
or less unthinkable, all extreme in different ways; none is effective by
any traditional tests; but some may be, for some people, :i'nd given their
moral commitments, necessary.
Expatriation has been going on for some time among the young and
among the Left. There is the actual external expatriation to Canada,
Northern Ireland, or Australia, and there is the older, inner expatriation that one sees in some of the more recent work of Bob Dylan, and
in the hippies, when they were still with us-a withdrawal from the external communities of family and nation into smaller, healing communities, that mayor may not be parasitic on the larger communities
, from which they departed.
Martyrdom we have also seen, and still see. Father Camillo Torres,
the bandit priest recently killed by the police after he had joined the
revolutionary movement in Colombia, remarked" shortly before he.
died, that martyrdom is the only politics left when rational politics
have broken down. Today's martyr tries to fashion his act to point to
the thing protested against: the Buddhist's self-immolation is designed
to look like the effects of a napalm raid. Martyrdom is partly a selfinflicted violence designed to negate and to stress a vastly more violent
situation.
. There is treason, and the protest movement may be coming clo~e
to this already. If the war is deemed immoral, will not there have to be
some sort of dissociation from the immoral nation? Iris Murdoch recently wrote ( Listener, September 21, 1967) :
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Let me then state what seems to me the case7that the war being fought
now by the Vietnamese against the Americans is a just ~ar fought by
the indigenous inhabitants of a territory against aggression by an in·
truding foreign power. What we have before uS7 moreover7 is the detestable spectacle of the richest and most powerful country in the
world attacking a small poor country just emerging from coloni~lism,
and using that country as a testing place for some of the more loath·
some minor gadgets of modem warfare.
This seems to me to be just7 and if their war against us is a just war,
are we not committed to thoughts and acts that come very close to
treason? What is willing that your country not win7what is saying that
your country ought not to win 7if not willing that your country lose?
For Johnson and the Pentagon are right. Dissent at home does make
the war more difficult to win7 and unity at home would be a weapon
for victory. So we should not be offended when someone claims that
protest hurts us and helps Hanoi. We ought not to deny this and mut·
ter some thoughts about the need for dissent in a free society. Of course
our protest helps them and hurts us; that is one of the things it is de·
signed to do.
But these three unthinkable moves are at the end 01 the line7and we
are not there yet. This is why civil disobedience may well prove to be
the moral strategy most appropriate to the nature of the· war and to
the moral placed upon our style of protest.
In a recent article ("The Obligation to Disobey77 7 Ethics7 April
1967) 7 Michael Walzer has called attention to a very important element in the process by which a man takes upon himself the obligation
to disobey a law or a group of laws. This act is rarely done alone7Wal·
zer points out7 for the obligation to disobey is almost always an obliga.
tion that members of a small grOUP7 within one of the larger social
groUPS7 take upon themselves. Conscience itself is a social thing7involving a commitment made to others7 in the presence of others. And
civil disobedience7 unlike revolutionary action7 is always committed to
merely partial· claims against t4e state. Men are obliged to honor the
pledges they have made7and the decision to disobey a law7made in the
context of a group of one7s peers 7 is such an obligation. Men must
honor such obligations7 so long as their disobedience of law or author·
ity does not threaten the existence of the state or the lives of its citizens.
This is why the movement7 now so widespread and so 'bewildering
to manY7 to disaffiliate with t1.J.e draft system 7 to refuse to serve under
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any auspices, is such an important and significant one. The draft
resister today does not insist that only his position is truly pure; he does
not legislate for anyone besides himself. But he has come to this,
usually, after extended discussions with his elders and his friends, and
he has made his decision in the presence of a morally serious community. He is not violating obviously bad laws, like the civil disobedience
of Dr. King in the early days of the civil rights movement. He is violating an appropriate law, tied inextricably to this war, and favoring the
educated and the well-to-do in its actual administration. His disobedience need not entail burning flags but only a willingness to take the
consequences the courts deem necessary.
Civil disobedience is, I think, a form that moral protest can take
today, for it can face without shirking the twin problem of the violence of the war itself and the need for our moral language to take on
something of the character of the very thing we protest. There is almost a sacramental character to moral protest, and just as a religious
sacrament partakes directly in the reality it points to (wine points to
blood), so our "no" today must unmistakably point to that which we
. are negating, but reflect its violence in ways that are socially and morally constructive.
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